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Abstract 
Two-dimensional lattice rules are applied to continuous functions over the unit square which do not have a 
continuous periodic extension. It is shown that, provided lattice points at vertices and edges are treated appropri- 
ately, certain functions (including all bilinear functions) are integrated exactly whenever the lattice contains a 
(possibly rotated) square unit cell. The Fibonacci lattice with denominators FL for the nodes is then shown to have a 
square unit cell if and only if k is odd. Numerical experiments for Fibonacci rules and copies of Fibonacci rules 
confirm that there are significant differences between the odd-k and even-k cases. 
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1. Introduction 
In this paper we study the approximation of the two-dimensional integral 
x, Y) dx dy = / f(x) dx, (1.1) 
where f is continuous on [0, 112, by lattice rules based on the Fibonacci numbers. We do not 
assume that f has a continuous periodic extension, so the standard theory of lattice rules [9,10] 
does not apply, and the very definition of lattice rules needs some consideration. 
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In the standard theory, f is assumed to have an absolutely convergent Fourier series 
C fi h)ezTih’I, (1.2) 
hEZ* 
where 
f(h) = (Cl ,,~~~~“~f(x) dx. P-3) 
The assumption of absolute convergence implies that f has a continuous periodic extension on 
R2, to which the Fourier series converges uniformly. A lattice rule is then an equal-weight 
quadrature rule 
in which {xg, . . . , x,._ ,} are all the points of some integration lattice L which lie in [0, l)*, an 
integration lattice being a discrete subset of R’* which is closed under addition and subtraction 
and which contains 22’. In the standard theory the error is [9] 
&f-V= C’ fjh), (1.5) 
hEL1 
where the prime indicates that the h = 0 term is to be omitted from the sum, and 
L1={hH2: h-xCZ,V_xEL}. (1.6) 
The sum in (1.5) is, of course, absolutely convergent, by the assumption above. 
If we now revert to the assumption in the first paragraph, that f is merely continuous on 
[0, l]*, and need not have a continuous periodic extension to [w’, then the formula (1.4) is still 
available, but the error expression (1.5) is not. Though an error bound by way of the 
Koksma-Hlawka inequality (see [5,6]) is still available, (1.4) is not, in our view, the preferred 
generalisation of the lattice rule to the nonperiodic setting. 
In the present work we shall pay particular attention to a different generalisation proposed 
in [lo]. In one dimension this reduces to the trapezoidal rule, in contrast to (1.4) which reduces 
to the rectangle rule. It may be defined by 
1 N-l 
where f is a periodic function: 
f(X) =f(x +z), Vz E Z2, 
defined on the unit square by 
(1.8) 
f(X, Y> =f(x, Y>> (x7 Y> E (03 112, 
f(X, 0) = $[f(x, 0) +f(x, I>], x E (02 11, 
f(0, Y) = +[f(o, Y> +f(L Y)L YE (0, 11, 
J’(0, 0) = $[ f(0, 0) +f(O, 1) +f(L 0) +f(L 91. 
(1.9) 
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In words, TIA f is obtained by applying the rule Q,> not to f itself, but to a periodic function f, 
which coincides with f in the interior of the unit square and which at points of discontinuity 
has values equal to the mean of the two values on either side of a face, or of the four values 
surrounding a vertex. The prescription generalises in an obvious way to higher dimensions. 
As a first indication of why T12 f might be a better rule than QI_ f in the nonperiodic case, 
consider the special case in which f is a function of only one variable: 
f(& Y) =g(x). 
Then QLf is equivalent to a rectangle rule for the one-dimensional integral ii;g(x> dx, and 
TLf is equivalent to the one-dimensional trapezoidal rule. (This reflects the fact that the 
projection of a lattice rule onto the x-axis is itself a lattice rule, see [lo]. The spacing in each 
case is n/N, where n is the number of the abscissae (x,,, . . . , x,._ 1} whose first component is 
zero.> Thus, for example, T,> f is exact if g is a linear function, while Q, f is generally not so. 
An error expression for the rule TL f has recently been given (for any number of dimensions) 
in [7]. For the two-dimensional case this takes the form given by the following theorem. 
Theorem 1 (Price and Sloan 171). Let f E C([O, I]‘>, and assume that the partial deril:atiL.es 
af/dx, af/dy, d*f/dx dy are continuous on [O, ll’, where partial dericlatir’es off on the boundary 
of the unit square are to be understood in the appropriate one-sided sense. Then 
(1.10) 
Note that the error expression in this theorem reduces to the simpler expression (1.5) if the 
Fourier series (1.2) is absolutely convergent. 
A brief sketch of the proof of this theorem may be of interest. The heart of the matter is the 
proof that, under the conditions stated, the square partial sums of the Fourier series of f 
converge pointwise to f, i.e., 
f(x) = !im C f( h)e2+h’x, Vx E R*. (1 Sl) 
Id,ld 
From this it follows immediately that 
TLf := Q,j= fit+; c fih)Q,d(e2nih’r), 
h 
Ih,l,lh,lGl 
and the proof is concluded by using, as in the analogous theorem for the periodic case, the 
result (see [9, Theorem 81) 
(1.12) 
We shall be particularly interested in lattices which are unchanged after rotation through a 
right angle. The following result is proved in Section 3. The more general results from which it 
follows (Theorems 5 and 6) are established there as a simple consequence of Theorem 1, or 
alternatively by exploiting the symmetries inherent in the definition of TId. 
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Theorem 2. If the integration lattice L is invariant under rotation about the origin through a right 
angle, then the rule TL is exact for eoery polynomial of the form f (x, y I= a + bx + cy + dxy. 
This result, which indicates that lattices which are invariant under rotation through a right 
angle may play a special role, motivates our subsequent study of Fibonacci lattice rules. 
The Fibonacci lattice rules, which have been studied extensively in the periodic setting (see 
[5,11]), may be defined as follows. Let Fk denote the kth Fibonacci number, given by 
F,=F2=1, Fk=Fk_,+Fk_2 for k 2 3. Then the Fibonacci lattice rule of the form (1.4) with 
N = Fk nodes is 
(1.13) 
Here {u} = u - ]u] for real u, where ]u] denotes the greatest integer < u. Since k = 2 yields a 
trivial one-point rule, we take k 2 3. The corresponding integration lattice is 
(1.14) 
In the nonperiodic case we have noted that the expression (1.4) is not the only one available. 
The alternative lattice rule generalisation given by (1.7) may be expressed in the Fibonacci 
lattice case as 
f(f(0, 0) +f(O, 1) +f(L 0) +f(L 1)) + Fkflf L 
j-1 [F,. { ++ 
j (1.15) 
This is a rule with just three more nodes than (1.131, because the point (0, 0) is the only lattice 
point in [0, 1)2 which lies on the boundary of the unit square. 
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Fig. 1. Quadrature points for the 34-point Fibonacci lattice rule QL,. 
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Fig. 2. Quadrature points for the S-point Fibonacci lattice rule (IL,,,, 
Figs. 1 and 2 show the quadrature points of the rule QL, for k = 9 and k = 10; the number of 
quadrature points is F9 = 34 in the first case and F,, = 5.5 in the second. 
In the next section we show, in Theorems 3 and 4, that the Fibonacci lattice L, is invariant 
under rotation by $T if and only if k is odd. The reader will observe that this is consistent with 
Fig. 1 (in which there is a square unit cell) and Fig. 2 (in which there is not). The result that the 
lattice has a square unit cell if k is odd (Theorem 3) extends a result of [3], to the effect that if 
(xi, yj> is a node, then so is ( yj, 1 - xj>. The negative result when k is even (Theorem 4) seems 
to be new. 
These results, taken in conjunction with Theorem 2, and with the known high quality of the 
Fibonacci rules in the periodic setting (see [5,11]), might suggest that the Fibonacci lattices with 
k odd could give particularly desirable lattice rules TL,. This issue is explored in Section 4, with 
the aid of numerical examples. These results seem to support the following tentative conclu- 
sions: that the rule TL, is indeed particularly effective when k is odd, at least for functions f of 
not too complicated a form, and that for both odd and even values of k, TIA is generally 
preferable to the simpler form Q,.,. Copies of Fibonacci rules are also considered. 
Unclear at this stage is the possibility of extension to higher dimensions. While Theorem 2 
extends in an obvious way, there may be few integration lattices which have the appropriate 
rotational invariance properties. In any case, explicit constructions analogous to the Fibonacci 
lattice are not known in higher dimensions. Thus, while the basic error estimate (1.10) is still 
available, it is not as yet clear how this can be usefully exploited for dimensions greater than 
tW0. 
2. Fibonacci lattices 
In this section we establish the property indicated in the Introduction, that the Fibonacci 
lattice given by (1.14) is invariant under rotation about the origin by a right angle if and only if 
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k is odd. More precisely, it is shown that L, has a square “unit cell” if and only if k is odd. We 
recall that every lattice in R2 has a basis, in the sense that the lattice consists exactly of all 
integer linear combinations of two basis vectors (see [l]). A parallelogram determined by two 
basis vectors of a lattice is called a unit cell of the lattice. While the unit cell is not unique, it 
can be shown that the lattice is invariant under rotation about the origin by a right angle if and 
only if it possesses a square unit cell. For an integration lattice, the area of any unit cell is l/N, 
where N is the number of lattice points in [0, 112; and conversely, any two vectors in the lattice 
which determine a parallelogram of area l/N form a basis of the lattice (see [9]). 
Theorem 3. The Fibonacci lattice Lzr+, with t = 1, 2,. . . has a square unit cell determined by the 
vectors a = (Ft/F2r+,, (-I)‘-‘F,+,/F,,+,) and b = (Ft+1/F2t+l, (-l)‘F,/F,,+,). 
Proof. Let (q.), j E Z, be the doubly-infinite Fibonacci sequence defined by F, = F, = 1, 
E;=<._, +e._* for j E Z. For fixed j E Z, induction on k = 0, 1,. . . yields 
Taking determinants, we get 
F,+,4+, - Fke+k+, = (- l)kE;, for all j E Z, k 2 0. (24 
Put k = t - 1, j = t + 1 in (2.1) to obtain F,F,, = (-l)‘-‘F,+, (mod F,,,,), and so a EL~~+~. 
(To obtain a, set k = 2t + 1 and j = F, in (1.14).) Put k = j = t in (2.1) to obtain Ft+,Fzt = 
(- l)‘F, (mod F2r+ 1>, and so b EL,,,,. The determinant A of the matrix with rows a and b 
satisfies 
J-,2 +F,:, 
1’1 = Fit+, * 
Put k = t, j = -2t - 1 in (2.1) and use F_, = (- l>‘+iFn to obtain 
Ft2 +et1 =Fzt+,. P-2) 
Hence I A 1 = l/F,,+ i, and so a and b determine a unit cell of L21+1. Clearly, a and b are 
orthogonal and have the same length. 0 
Theorem 4. The Fibonacci lattice L,, with t = 2, 3,. . . does not have a square unit cell. 
Proof. If L,, has a square unit cell, then some vector (n/F,,, {nF,,_ I/F2t)>, 1 < n < F2t, must 
have length F2,112. This yields 
n2 + [n&J2 = Fzt, (2.3) 
where [ml denotes the least residue mod Fzt of an integer m. Since F4 = 3 is not a sum of two 
squares, we can assume t a 3 in the sequel. Since gcd(F,,_ i, Fzt) = 1, (2.3) implies 
0 < [nFztp,] < Fii2. 
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Also [nF,,_,]. 1 - y2Fzt+r = 0 (mod Fzl), thus [ll, Proposition 2.31 yields [nF,,-,ln > Fzl_*. 
Therefore, 
F 2t-2 F 2t-2 
n ’ [nFzr+,] > F;,/” ’ 
so that together with (2.3) we have 
F 
2t-2 <n <FiI/2. 
F’/2 
2t 
(2.4) 
BY (2.3, 
~ = 
bF2t-11 = (F2t-n2)“2 ~ 1 max 
F2t F2t nF2, o <x < F;/’ 
x(F2 _x2)‘/2 
t (2.5) 
Since by calculus this maximum is +F,,, we obtain, with Y = n-‘[nF,,_ ,/F2,], 
F 2t- I I I 1 p--y <----- F2t 2n2 . (2.6) 
Now 8 = i(\/s - 1) has the continued fraction expansion 8 = [O, 1, 1, 1,. . . I with convergents 
F-,/E;;, j 2 1. Thus from [4, Eq. (71, p.251 and (2.6) we get 
where we used (2.4) in the last step. By [4, Theorem 5, p.261, this implies that the rational 
number Y is either a convergent or a secondary convergent of 8. But since all partial quotients 
of 8, except the first, are equal to 1, there are no secondary convergents of 8, and so 
Y = F. 1 _ ,/F, for some i > 1. The rational Fi_ l/Fi is in reduced form, and so F, must divide IZ, 
say n = cF, for some positive integer c. Then the second inequality in (2.4) shows that i < 2t. 
Furthermore, by (2.6) we obtain 
where in the last step we applied (2.1) with k = i - 1, j = 2t - i. This implies 
2 
c2=“< 
F2t 
Fi2 ’ 2FiF2t~i ’ 
By the Binet formula we have 
,i _ 
F, = 
P’ 
G , for all j > 0, 
where CY = i(l + 61, p = i<l - 6). Thus for 1 <j < t, and using GYP = - 1, we get 
F.Fzt -j = +(crj -pi)(a21-j _ p2t-i) = +(,2, + P2t + (_ l)j+1(Ly2t+2j + B:t-?i)) 
> ;(a,, _ (y2t-2j _ 1) = +<f _ (y-?i)(y2t _ f a &(I _ cy-2)(y2’ _ + 
= &(I5 - l)a2’ - + > &,(5 - G)F,, - f > ;F,,, 
(2.7) 
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and by symmetry this also holds for t + 1 <j G 2t - 1. Therefore c* < 2, and so c = 1, that is, 
n =Fi. 
Using (2.2) for Fzr+ 1 and F,,+ , and taking the difference yields 
F,:, -F,2, =F2r, 
and so in particular, 
F >F112 t+1 21 . 
Furthermore, by (2.8) we obtain 
F 2rp2 = F,z - F,c2= F,(F,_, + F,+,) -FE2 
a 2F,F,p2 - F,!q = F,-2CW -F,-2) =4-2Ft+c 
and together with (2.9) this implies that 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
F 
F,_, < s. 
2t 
(2.10) 
Recall that y1 = F, for some i with 1 G i < 2t. In view of (2.41, (2.9) and (2.101, the only 
possibilities for i are i = t - 1 or i = t. If i = t - 1, then Y = Fipl/Fi = Ft_2/Ft_1, and so by the 
first identity in (2.5) and another application of (2.11, we obtain 
[nF,,_,] =nF,,_,-nrF,,=F,_,F,,~,-F,_,F,,=(-I)’F,+,. 
Thus (2.3) yields 
F,2, +F,:, =F,,, 
which is a contradiction to (2.8). We are thus left with the case i = t, that is, n = F,. From (2.8) 
we get F,, = F,(F,+ , + F,+,), so F, divides F2t. But then the vector 
and its orthogonal vector 
of the same length have rational coordinates with denominator F,,/F, < F,,, and so they cannot 
form a basis of L,, since, e.g., (1/F2t, {F,,_,/F,,}) E Lzt cannot be represented as an integer 
linear combination of c and d. Thus we have arrived at a contradiction in all cases. q 
3. Exact quadratures 
In this section we prove Theorem 2, which asserts that for lattices with a square unit cell the 
rule TL is exact for all bilinear functions. In fact, we prove more general exact integration 
results, stated in Theorems 5 and 6. Both results exploit symmetries of lattices and lattice rules. 
The first exploits a symmetry which is common to all integration lattices, namely invariance 
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under inversion in the centre of the unit square. The second exploits the additional symmetry 
of lattices which have a square unit cell. 
The results are conveniently expressed in terms of the function f obtained from f by 
shifting the origin to the centre of the unit square, that is, 
~~~,Y)=f(~+t,Y+t), lXl,/Y/&. (3.1) 
Theorem 5. Assume that f satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1, and that fis defined by (3.1). 
Assume also that 
F(--x7 -Y) = -& Y). (3.2) 
Then TLf = 0 f or every integration lattice L. 
We give two proofs of this simple result, partly as practice for the slightly more interesting 
Theorem 6. 
Proof 1. Since the integration lattice L contains (1, 11, if (x, y) is in L, then so is (1 -x, 1 - y). 
Thus, every integration lattice is symmetric under inversion in the centre of the square. By 
construction, the lattice rule TL (in contrast with QL!> is also symmetric under this inversion. 
Thus, if P denotes the operation of inversion in the centre of the square, then T,Pf = Tvf. 
Since Pf= -f, we have -TLf= TLf, or TLf =O. q 
Proof 2. By Theorem 1, 
TLf = )& c’ f(h), 
hrLl 
Ih,l,l~zl~~ 
(3.3) 
it being an obvious consequence of (3.2) that Lf = 0. Nqw h E Ll implies -h E Ll (because 
4’ is a lattice!), and it follows from (3.2) that f(h) = -f(-h). By grouping the terms fib) and 
f( -h) in the sum, we immediately obtain TL f = 0. q 
As an application of Theorem 5, take f(x, y> =x - i, and hence f(x, y> =x. Since (3.2) is 
satisfied, it follows that TL f = 0. Since the rule is exact for constants, it is therefore exact for 
every function of the form ax + b (a fact we previously deduced by a different argument in the 
Introduction). And since the same is true with x replaced by y, for every lattice rule L the rule 
TL is exact for functions of the form a + bx + cy. Recall that this is not true for the rule QL. 
Theorem 6. Assume that f satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1, and that fis defined by (3.1). 
Assume also that 
i(-Y, x) = -&, Y). (3.4) 
Then TL f = 0 for every integration lattice L which contains a square unit cell. 
Again we give two proofs. 
Proof 1. If L has a square unit cell, then it is invariant under rotation by $T about the origin. 
Given that L contains (1, 11, it follows that it is also invariant under rotation by $T about (+, 
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i). And because L is invariant under rotation by $r about (i, i), so too, by construction, is the 
rule TL. Thus, if R denotes the operation of rotation by $-r about (3, i), we have T,Rf = Tla f. 
Since Rf = -f, it follows that - TL f = T,_ f, and hence TL f = 0. q 
Proof 2. Again If = 0, and so (3.3) holds. Because L is a (possibly tilted) square lattice, so too is 
L’, so that if (h,, h2) belongs to L’ and satisfies I h, /, Ih2! <I, then sohtoo does the point 
(h,, -h,). Now it follows from th,e assumption (3.4) that f(h,, h2) = -f(h2, -h,), thus by 
grouping the terms f(h,, h2) and f(h,, -h,) in the sum, we obtain TLf = 0. 0 
A function f which fits the hypotheses of Theorem 6 is f(x, y) = (X - $)(y - 3>, since then 
f(x, y> =xy and fl-y, x> = (-y>x = -f-(x, y>. Thus, TLf is exact for the function xy - ix 
- +y + f, and hence also for the function xy, since we already know that it is exact for all 
linear functions. Thus, Theorem 2 is now proved. 
Theorem 2 would be of only academic interest if there were no “good” lattices with the 
required four-fold rotational symmetry. In fact, however, we know from Theorem 3 that every 
Fibonacci lattice L, with k odd has this property; and the Fibonacci lattices are very good 
indeed (see [5,11]) for the approximate integration of functions f with absolutely convergent 
Fourier series. 
Another class of lattice rules to which Theorem 2 applies are the “n* copy” rules obtained 
from the Fibonacci lattice rule TL, with k odd by dividing the unit square into n* squares of 
side n-’ ,wherenEZ+, and then applying an appropriately scaled version of TL, to each small 
square. Denoting the n* copy of the rule TL by Tp), we have from (1.15), explicitly, 
where the double prime indicates that the first and last term of the sum are to be halved. 
Table 1 
Results for Examole 8 
k N = Fk Q Lk 
5 5 0.65 
6 8 0.79 
7 13 0.86 
8 21 0.917 
9 34 0.944 
10 55 0.968 
11 89 0.979 
12 144 0.988 
13 233 0.9917 
14 377 0.995 3 
17 1597 0.998 8 
20 6765 0.999 74 
T Lk 
k even 
1.033 
1.009 1 
1.0029 
1.00105 
1.00039 
1.00002 
k odd 
1.039 
1.005 8 
1.00085 
1.000 12 
1.00002 
1 .ooo 00 
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Since the lattice corresponding to the rule Tl:’ is just II -‘Lk, it is immediately clear from 
Theorem 3 that this lattice has a square unit cell, and so Theorem 2 applies, if k is odd. 
Similarly, if k is even, then Theorem 4 tells us that this lattice does not have a square unit cell. 
Lattice rules which are n2 copies of simpler rules are known (see [2]) to have some promising 
features for the integration of smooth periodic functions. Their relative merits for nonperiodic 
functions have yet to be considered. 
The results obtained for Fibonacci lattices are summarised in the following corollary. 
Corollary 7. Let L, with k > 3 be the Fibonacci lattice and let n E Z+. If k is odd, then TL, and 
Tiz’ are exact for all functions of the form a + bx + cy + dxy. 
We should also remember that if k is even, then (from Theorem 5) TL, and TL:’ are exact 
for functions of the form a + bx + cy, whereas Q,-, and Qc’ are generally exact only for 
constant functions. 
4. Numerical examples 
The examples that follow make no claim to be more than illustrations. They are ordered 
roughly in terms of increasing difficulty of the integrand. 
In all cases the integrands have been scaled so that the exact integral is 1. 
Example 8. 
f(x, y) = $(1+2x - loy)2. 
Results for QL, and T=, are shown in Table 1 for various values of k. In particular, the last 
column shows TL, for the Fibonacci lattices with a square unit cell, i.e., for k odd. In this case 
there can be no doubt that T”r with k odd performs better than TL with k even, which in turn 
performs better than QL,. It IS striking that the 92-point rule TL,, gives a more accurate result 
than the 6765-point rule QL,,,. Of course, the integrand in this case is extremely simple - so 
simple that it would be integrated exactly even by the nine-point product Simpson rule, or 
indeed by any rule of algebraic degree two. 
Example 9. 
f(x, y) = (e - 2)-‘yeXy. 
The results, given in Table 2, are broadly similar to those for Example 8. Again the 92-point 
rule T,.,, turns out to be more accurate than the 6765point rule QL,,,. 
Example 10. 
50 
f(x7 Y) = - cos 15 - 
cos 
10 - 
cos 
5 1 cos 5 + (x + 2y). 
In this much more complicated example there is substantial cancellation. Considering the 
difficulty of the example, the performance of TL, shown in Table 3 is perhaps not unsatisfac- 
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Table 2 
Results for Example 9 
k N= Fk e Lk T Lk 
k even k odd 
5 5 0.76 1.021 
6 8 0.83 0.9920 
7 13 0.905 1.0042 
8 21 0.933 0.995 0 
9 34 0.963 1.00086 
10 55 0.974 0.997 7 
11 89 0.986 1.000 19 
12 144 0.990 1 0.99908 
13 233 0.994 5 1.000050 
14 377 0.996 2 0.999 64 
15 610 0.9979 1.000015 
16 987 0.998 5 0.999 86 
17 1597 0.999 20 1.000005 
18 2584 0.999 45 0.999 946 
20 6765 0.999 79 0.999 979 
tory. In this case the performance turns out to be better for even values of k, reversing the 
previous situation, and perhaps serving to correct any notion that better behaviour of the odd-k 
Fibonacci lattice rules is guaranteed. As a matter of fact, almost any kind of result may be 
obtained for TL, and QL, in this oscillatory example by making appropriate variations in the 
parameters. 
In Table 4 we show, for the same example, errors for the n2 copy rule Ti:) (see (3.5)). The 
value of N in the table is the order n2F, of each rule. Interestingly, for the copy rules with 
n > 1 the superiority of the odd-k rules is again evident, in spite of the failure for II = 1; 
indeed, for yt > 1 the errors for odd values of k (italicised in the table for emphasis) are usually 
Table 3 
Results for Example 10 
k N = Fk Q Lk T Lk 
k even k odd 
9 34 - 1.3 0.70 
10 55 -0.21 1.018 
11 89 0.09 0.85 
12 144 0.52 0.9918 
13 233 0.65 0.937 
14 377 0.81 0.994 2 
17 1597 0.948 0.990 3 
18 2584 0.973 0.998 9 
21 10946 0.992 4 0.998 6 
22 17711 0.996 0 0.999 84 
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smaller than the errors for the even-k rules of higher order immediately below them in the 
table. 
The results for this example also suggest hat to minimise the number of function evaluations 
needed to attain a given accuracy, a modest amount of copying - say H = 4 or 8 - may be a 
good strategy. As yet, however, the theoretical tools for examining such questions are lacking. 
Since the successive formation of n2 copy rules with II = 2, 4, 8,. . . also opens the possibility of 
extrapolation with respect to II, it seems clear that this should generally be the preferred 
option. 
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